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INSTRUCTIONS: For Both Round & Square Fire Pit Kits
 

1. Familiarize yourself with the construction details shown on this page.
2. Mark out the location for your fire pit. Note dimensions shown are nominal so mark an area 

slightly larger than shown. 
3. Excavate for drain stone base (approx. 6”)  
4. Fill excavated area with drain stone, level, and compact.  
5. Place and center steel ring on prepared base.  
6. Place blocks per the pattern (for round kit, keep blocks 1½” off steel ring).
7. WARNING: Do not place fire pits directly on flagstone products or any comparable concrete 

product as high heat can adversly affect the integrity of the product. 
  

Following Steps For Round Fire Pit Only
8. After placing blocks around the ring, adjust the blocks in or out to make the circle close and fit 

tight. If the blocks do not close the circle, move all blocks slightly in. If the blocks seem too long, 
move the blocks slightly out.  

9. Place caps in circle around fire pit. Adjust the caps in or out to make them fit tightly together. 
10. Note: Not suitable for large fires. Fire size shouldn’t allow flame to contact caps on round fire pit.
 

Gas Conversion Kits Available

COLLECTION
FIRE PIT KITS

Pallet: 1,250 lbs

Matches
Belvedere texture

Round Fire Pit

Pallet: 1,150 lbs

Matches Dimensional
Wall texture

Square Fire Pit

12”

Dimensional
Wall blocks

28” x 28” x 12” tall steel liner
(hangs driectly on blocks)

44” x 44” square Overlap blocks at
corners as shown

Block Layout Pattern For Round Fire Pit

17” x 6”           11½” x 6”   6” x 6” 
17” x 3”           11½” x 3”   6” x 3”          Cap

Top View

±58” diameter

±2” Gap
Blocks

Cap layer
(3 cap blocks
shown for
reference)

38” diameter
steel ring

Cross-Section

Caps

38” diameter
steel ring

Caps  don’t contact
steel ring

Drainstone

14½”

Also available from Castohn

PAVING PRODUCTS 42” SUPER PAVER SILLS, CORNERS & 
ACCESSORIES

BIO-ACTIVE
WALL TILES

KITS

STEPS WALL CAPS &
POST CAPS

TRIM STONES &
MOUNTING BLOCKS

BARRIERS ROSETTA WALLS

For additional product information, please visit castohn.com


